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MRS HOUSTON-GRUNDY 

PROJECT 

RETROSPECTIVE FORMATION OF BOUNDARY FENCE AT 1 FORLEYS FIELD, 

SELKIRK 

PLANNING REFERENCE 

 20/00472/FUL 

 

 

 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT 

 

1.00  PREFACE 

On behalf of our clients Mrs Houston-Grundy we make the following appeal against the planning refusal 

on the above project. 

 

We feel that the reasons for refusal in this case the single reason, that the proposals are contrary to Policy 

PMD2 of the Scottish Borders Local Development Plan 2016, highlighting that it is the planning officers 

opinion that the scale of the proposal “would represent a prominent and incongruous form of 

development that would have an adverse impact on the character and appearance of the surrounding 

area” 

 

We feel that though the planner has been clear as to the reasoning for the refusal is only due to the 

overall height of the fence line + not its location, this is not concurrent with the positioning of the site + 

the entrance area to the overall Forleys Field cul-de-sac. We feel that it is imperative to understand the 

complexity of the site in its situation which has resulted in the requirement for the formation of a boundary 

fence. 

 

As noted by the planner within the refusal documentation a large amount changes have been carried out 

from the original submission to reach compliance with essential areas such as access + safety, which 

will be covered within our appeal. 
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2.00  BACKGROUND 

 

The applicants dwelling was formed as part of the 6 dwelling planned development + is the only dwelling 

located on the Easterly side of the public carriageway forming part of a 2 house “gateway” to the 

development, which sets it out as different to the rest of the properties in its setting + also exposure to 

privacy. 

 

 

Fig 1 – illustrating northerly facing garden ground. 

 

The nature of the site means that all other dwellings have clear sight lines into our clients amenity space 

to the rear, due to the open frontage of the Northerly side of the 2 “gateway” dwellings there is no 

possibility of forming a private garden space to this aspect + as such our client has formed a low impact 

1m high fence (included within application) in line with the rear corner of the dwelling frontage, retaining 

the designed open nature to the main public vistas. 

 

Our clients private parking area comfortably providing 3 parking spaces along with a thin area of garden 

runs up the easterly side of the carriageway with the public road hammerhead stepping into this ground, 

leaving very little scope for internal landscaping to create a private area.  
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Fig 2 – illustrating parking area unnafected by formation of fence. 

 

As previously noted + illustrated in figure 1 the entrance area to the street is formed with a dwelling either 

side of the entrance with decorative stone walling + raised garden grounds, to the rear of the opposite 

dwelling (2 Forleys Field) there is an existing high fence which returns + along with a high fence 

(illustrated in figure 3) creates an enclosure which our clients new fence replicates creating a soft entry 

before the carriageway then hugs the fence line with open pasture thereafter. 

 

 

Fig 3 – image illustrating the existing fence + hedge (highlighted in orange) of 2 Forleys field + our clients fence (highlighted in 

blue) forming continuity to the “gateway” aera 
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Our clients formed the new fence in innocence with the understanding that this was “backland 

development” which they understood to be permitted, this is clearly not the case + they have been 

driven since to reach a suitable compromise with the Planning Department to achieve privacy as well as 

compliance. 

 

3.00 PROPOSALS 

The fence though currently formed, runs from the rear of the dwelling forming both a privacy break + also 

a barrier to the Easterly driven wind which cuts over the site. The fence has been altered to run out-with 

all service strips providing clear + unrestricted access to all public utilities as well as clear + approved 

access to the lamp post located adjacent the hammerhead. 

 

As previously noted the proposed fence which reaches a maximum 1.8m in height from adjoining ground 

stepping with the land provides my client with some much needed private amenity space whilst they have 

left the open aspect to the grazing field to the North meaning no change in material or impact to the 

overall development site boundary from the public vista as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Fig 4 – view form North-Easterly public viewpoint showing minimal impact of fence 

 

As noted the fence was formed to line through + integrate with the existing mature hedge + 

neighbouring fence line which also reaches to circa 1.8m forming a soft enclosure this links the 2 

dwellings prior to passing through the gateway area, prior to this there was little or no interaction +our 

clients dwelling sat somewhat isolated. 

 

The overall impact the addition of the fence has on the public viewpoints is minimal + due the elevated 

nature of the neighbouring houses who as noted in the objection letter “our house is on elevated ground 

above her” + thus has no effect on the neighbours amenity. 
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Fig 5 – illustrating view from Southerly aspect to fence + mirroring enclosure of 2 Forleys Field. 

 

It is notable that the closest neighbouring properties have no objection to the fence in its current form + 

are in-fact supportive of it. 

 

Overall the impact the fence, in its current form on the surrounding countryside + aesthetic of the 

building group we feel is minimal + should be read as a completion of the entrance area between 

number 1 + 2 Forleys Field. 

 

4.00 DESIGN 

 

The fence has been designed to mirror that of Number 2 Forleys Field in material, height + form, this has 

been carefully formed to create continuity + respects the designed building group. 

 

As noted within Policy PMD2 “placemaking + Design” it is noted that the structure must be of  

 

“a scale, massing, height + density appropriate to its surroundings”  

 

We feel on reflection + the aim to encapsulate the entrance the area, this is all of the above. 

 

The fence after detained discussion with SBC Technical Services officers have now been moved + 

altered to ensure that there are no restrictions to access + servicing which also ensures a soft landscape 

area is retained to the verge of the carriageway, thus having no effect on servicing + retaining a soft 

estate verge. 

 

We feel that the overall development + the nature of the public carriageways around which means that 

there is no immediate impact from public view the area can successfully accommodated this no adverse 

impact. 
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5.00 CONCLUSION 

 

We trust that this provides some clarity to the aims + aspirations our clients have for their site + their 

strive to provide a simple low impact change which integrates their dwelling + garden ground that also 

sympathetically enhances the aesthetics of the surrounding area. 

 

 
Fig 6 – sketch illustrating areas + overall aims of proposals 

 

Should the fence be removed or indeed reduced in height, our clients will be left with no external garden 

space which they can either shelter from weather or indeed enjoy as a “private” space, as the area is 

considerably overlooked form the East, the result of this severely restricts their right to amenity. 

 

 

 


